CLASS OF 2018 Graduates of the Randolph County School System:

Numerous special events to honor the graduates of all seven high schools in the Randolph County School System, such as awards assemblies, were held during the past few weeks. While the presentation of a variety of awards and recognitions took place at those events, I want to take a moment to congratulate each one of you for reaching a major educational milestone in your life: graduation from high school. In addition to congratulating you on this accomplishment, I want to thank you for your positive impact on our school system.

Along with the previously noted special events, high school graduation ceremonies will occur throughout the Randolph County School System tomorrow (June 8). In fact, some ceremonies already have been held for the Randolph Early College High School graduates. Please take time to enjoy your graduation ceremony with your friends and family members. Also, I encourage you to take time to reflect on your great memories and accomplishments associated with your high school days, as well as your time as a student at the elementary school and middle school levels, in the Randolph County School System.

During the past 13 years since your first day of kindergarten, you have worked hard to learn and apply new ideas and information as well as build a special community culture throughout our school system. You also have played a major role in many successes both in and out of the classrooms for our school system in areas such as the performing arts, student organizations, academic competitions, and athletics during the past 13 years. Please know that you are greatly appreciated for representing our school system in such a positive manner in so many different arenas, both inside and outside of the borders of our school system.

I realize that many different paths will be chosen by you graduate from high school and move to the next stage of life. Some students will join a branch of the military and serve our great country. The world of work will be the chosen path for other graduates. Enrollment in a community college or college/university will be the focus of other members of the “Class of 2018.” Regardless of your decision for the days after your graduation from high school, I urge you to “pursue your goals with a high level of effort and commitment.” If you think you can accomplish something and put your whole heart into it, success most likely will occur.

In closing, please know that the members of your school’s staff, your parents, members of your community, members of the Randolph County Board of Education, and your superintendent are very proud of you. Furthermore, I have one special request. Regardless of your chosen path after your graduation from high school, please do not forget to hold onto and follow your own dreams. Please do not let anyone take them away from you. Likewise, it is important to act in a manner that supports your dreams rather than causes you to give them away. I look forward to watching all of the great things that the members of the Class of 2018 will accomplish in the future. Without a doubt, you will play an important role in the future of our country.

Respectfully,
Stephen Gaine
Superintendent Randolph County School System

ALEXIA ALITZER
JACKSON BARNES
CARSON RILEY
CHARITY COHEN
AMANDA COLE

JAIDE HARRIARD
ALEXIA FISHER
MEHDI NOUFFER
CAITLIN SWIGGERT
FRANCESCA VILLARA

TRINITY HIGH SCHOOL’S OUTSTANDING SENIORS

Ten members of the Trinity High School Class of 2018 were named Outstanding Seniors. They include:

- Ayesha Fischer is the daughter of Colleen and Catherine Fulcher. In the fall, she intends to study Marketing at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
- Charity Cohen is the daughter of Michael and Lisa Cohen. Her postgraduation plans are to pursue a bachelor’s degree in exercise and sports science at UNC-Chapel Hill. Afterwards, she plans to further her education and receive her doctorate degree in physical therapy.
- Caitlin Swiggert is the daughter of Lee and Scott Swiggert. After graduation, she plans to attend Randolph Community College for two years before transferring to a university to pursue a four-year degree.
- Jade Earnhardt is the daughter of Bobby and Gina Earnhardt. In the fall, she will attend UNCC, Chapel Hill to pursue a degree in Communications.
- Francesca Villara is the daughter of Milagros and James Marrossa. Her postgraduation plans are to attend Ohio State University to study linguistics on a pre-graduate track.
- Jackson Barnes is the son

CODY CRADDICK
A.J. DILLON
PIERRE HAKIMABARA
CECILIA HAYES
CHASE MCKINNEY

TIMMY PREVOST
PAIGE SHORES
KANDIS SMITH
KRISTA TUGGLE
TANNER WARD
SOPHIE YASHA

WHEATMORE HIGH SCHOOL’S SENIORS OF VALOR

Eleven members of the Wheatmore High School Class of 2018 were designated as Seniors of Valor. They include:

- Tommy Prevost is the son of Todd and Jennifer Prevost. After graduation, he plans to pursue his associates degree in Criminal Justice at Randolph Community College.
- Cody Craddock is the son of James Craddock and Mandy Craddock. His postgraduation plans are to attend University of Mount Olive where he will study Archaeology.
- Pierce Halcomb is the son of.rcParams

- Paige Shores is the daughter of Doug and Kristin Shores. Her postgraduation plans are to study Pre-Pharmacy at High Point University.
- Kristin Tuggle is the daughter of Doug and Mandy Tuggle. After receiving her high school diploma, she plans to continue
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Joshua Terry Hodge
Morgan Mackenzie Hodge
Christopher Jordan Hoover
Destiny Lynn Houser
Caleb Wimbley Howell
Corey Taylor Huddins
Damien Lee Hudspeth
Stephanie Warren Hughes
Brandon Keith Huthins
Cecilia Huyton
Blakely Elizabeth Ingram
Robert Hunter Isom
Halley Elizabeth Johnson
Molly Grace Jordan
Lucas Simon Kelly
Jessica Lynn Kennedy
Joseph Levi Karsey
Jadson Jackson Kay
Madison Taylor Kimball
Rachel Elaine Kirby
Tiana Marie Lane
Meredith Stone Leonard

Christopher Jordan Llewellyn
Aaron Michael Lockhart
Christopher David Lockhart
Adams Ernest Long
Mikel Gage Long
Danielle Elizabeth Lynch
Trinity Lee Macias
Michael Wayne Mckee-
Costie
Nayah Ali Malik
Nicholas Michael Massay
Avery Elizabeth Matthews
Jacob Lee Mayberry
Tiffany Lynn McDaniel
Hunter David McKeel
Chase Wyatt McIntyre
Ivan Daniel McPherson
Haylee Elizabeth McNulty
Meredith Grace McQuay
Jeenahah Lee Miller
Rana Luchelle Miller
Haley Shoe Minos

Guzman Josuq Miranda
Estefani Michelle Moreno-
Alvarenga
Tyler Renee Morgan
Adrianna Ketina Morrison
Tyler Lee Moser
Jimmerson Victor Mongeseda
Ishna Ali Najah
Marion Blaise Nelson
James David Natalino
Holley Diane Osborne
Alexander Ricardo Pereira
Alexis Maria Perham
Jeffrey Rentera
Eric Scott Perry
Brian Jayne Peterson
Timothy Ashton Pickett
Kendall Paige Price
Evan Bryant Rainwater
Michael O prey Reece
Pitcheering Renee Roe
Sotano Cristian Reyes
Nathania Baylee Robinson
Carrrot Danielle Ridge
Destiny Canyon Rogers
Michael Deor Russell
Courtney Ann Sobert
William Alexander Schofield
Jovana Renee Shultz
Kathryn Shan Scott
Robert Jacob Sechrest
Moises erico Sheffield
Dakota James Shively
Paige Amber Sholar
Joshua Taylor Simpson
Kendal Nicole Smith
Mackenzie Ellen Smith
William Kade Smith

Zachary Tyler Smith
Tami Allison Soles
Tyler James Southard
Zackary Dyson Southern
Savannah Jade Spruill
Jakob Jordan Stanley
Owen Bailey Stover
Derek Anthony Stavigona
Marxel Ryan Stone
Coddy Gray Stread
Tresten Gregory Summers
Savannah Grace Swaim-
Byrd
William Avery Swift
Logan Elizabeth Talac
Matthew Alan Tinley
Samantha Joy Tobey
Mary Skyler Traylor
Shae Jyoslyn Trogdon
Kristen Bailey Tuggle
Graham Thomas Tyssinger
Maribel Valdez-Vance
David Jackson Walden
Shi Kayla Wallace
Eric Paige Welley
Tanner Grey Ward
Lis Catherine Whittaker
Christopher Jonathan
Winkler
Thad Kyle Winningham
Summer Leigh Wise
Haden Anne Witcho
Chandler Cole Wood
Sophia Rae Yaba
Melissa Lynn Young
Malki Mohammad Zain
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her education at UNC Charlotte. Afterwards she will transfer to NC State to major in Hospitality and Tourism. A.J. Dillon is the son of

Paula Gutierrez and Jeff Dillon. In the fall he plans to pursue a degree in Psychology at N.C. State University. Cecilia Hoyton is the daughter of Trang Tran and Long Hoyton. Her post-graduation plans are to major in textiles at N.C. State University.

Sophie Yahya is the daughter of Eddie and Sherry Yahya. After receiving her high school diploma she will attend ECU to study interior design. Kandice Smith is the daughter of Don Smith and Annette Osborne. Her post-graduation plans are to continue her education at N. C. State University. She will be an Exploratory Studies major.

Tanner Ward is the son of Heath and Jennifer Ward. In the fall he will attend Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary to pursue his bachelor's degree in

masters in Pastoral Ministry. The son of Tonya Hoschouer and Wayne McKinney, Chase McKinney aspires to a career as a surgical oncologist. In the fall he will attend Gardner-Webb University where he will wrestle and pursue his pre-med studies.
Congratulations
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